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ABSTRACT The use of 2D-electron-electron double resonance (2D-ELDOR) for the characterization of the boundary lipid in
membrane vesicles of DPPC and gramicidin A9 (GA) is reported. We show that 2D-ELDOR, with its enhanced spectral
resolution to dynamic structure as compared with continuous-wave electron spin resonance, provides a reliable and useful way
of studying lipid-protein interactions. The 2D-ELDOR spectra of the end-chain spin label 16-PC in DPPC/GA vesicles is
composed of two components, which are assigned to the bulk lipids (with sharp auto peaks and crosspeaks) and to the
boundary lipids (with broad auto peaks). Their distinction is clearest for higher temperatures and higher GA concentrations. The
quantitative analysis of these spectra shows relatively faster motions and very low ordering for the end chain of the bulk lipids,
whereas the boundary lipids show very high ‘‘y-ordering’’ and slower motions. The y-ordering represents a dynamic bending at
the end of the boundary lipid acyl chain, which can then coat the GA molecules. These results are consistent with the previous
studies by Ge and Freed (1999) using continuous-wave electron spin resonance, thereby supporting their model for GA
aggregation and HII phase formation for high GA concentrations. Improved instrumental and simulation methods have been
employed.
INTRODUCTION
Lipid-protein interactions and ESR
Lipid-protein interactions have been a topic of major interest,
and several different techniques, such as scanning calo-
rimetry, electron spin resonance (ESR), nuclear magnetic
resonance, x-ray diffraction, and others have been used to
determine themolecular aspects of such interactions, and how
they affect the properties of both reconstituted and biological
membranes (Jost andGrifﬁth, 1982;Watts andDePont, 1986;
Freed, 1987, 2000; Selinsky, 1992). It is clear that membranes
consist of a protein-containing lipid bilayer, where the
membrane proteins are located such that their hydrophobic
regions penetrate the lipid membrane, thus ﬁxing them to the
bilayer. These proteins can serve as receptors on the cell
surface, being responsible for several cell functions such as
signal transduction (Holowka and Baird, 1996), and ion
transport (Warren et al., 1974; Lee, 1998). Although much is
known about the dynamic structure of lipids in membranes,
the lipid-protein interface remains less clear.
Past studies have shown that the lipids in protein-
containing membranes can be divided into two classes: bulk
lipids, which are typically characterized as being in a ﬂuid
phase, and the boundary lipids, which are in close contact
with the protein (Jost et al., 1973; Kang et al., 1979; Marsh
and Watts, 1982).
ESR has been widely applied to investigations of mem-
brane properties (Hubbell and McConnell, 1971; Berliner,
1976; Marsh, 1985; Freed, 1994, 2000), and has played an
important role in identifying and characterizing the boundary
lipid component in systems as diverse as cytochrome oxidase
(Jost et al., 1973), rhodopsin (Watts et al., 1979), Na,
K-transporting ATPase (Arora et al., 1999), and gramicidin
A9 (GA) (Ge and Freed, 1993, 1999; Marsh, 1997). The latter
is a well-known system for studies of lipid-protein interac-
tions due to the commercial availability of GA, its prompt
incorporation into lipid bilayers, and its simple structure. GA
is a hydrophobic pentadecapeptide that, depending on
its concentration in the membrane, can either form a dimer
channel spanning the membrane, or else GA aggregates
(Chapmann et al., 1977; Killian, 1992; Ge and Freed, 1999).
At low concentrations of GA (GA:lipid \ 1:15), it has
been found that GA has a dehydrating effect and exhibits
hydrophobic mismatch (Fig. 1 A) (Ge and Freed, 1999).
For GA concentrations greater than GA:lipid ¼ 1:15, it
is believed that these effects cause the GA dimer channels
to dissociate, followed by aggregation of the GA, which
induces HII phase formation (Killian and de Kruijff,
1985a,b, 1988; Van Echteld et al., 1982; Ge and Freed,
1999). Aggregation of this type is a crucial step for many
biological processes occurring in biomembranes. (Schreiber
et al., 1983; Kahn et al., 1978; Robertson et al., 1986;
Holowka and Baird, 1996).
Nearly all of the ESR studies on membranes have
employed conventional continuous-wave ESR (cw-ESR).
Most of these studies relied on ‘‘titration’’ of the spectra of the
bulk component to extract out the residual spectrum from
boundary lipid, about which qualitative inferences could be
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made. However, since it was shown that the presence of
peptide or protein in themembrane can signiﬁcantly affect the
dynamic structure of the bulk lipids (Ge and Freed, 1993,
1999; Ge et al., 1994; Patyal et al., 1997), it follows that such
a titration procedure, which uses the spectrum from the pure
lipid as a reference, may not be reliable. Thus one should deal
directly with the protein-containing spectrum, and try to ex-
tract out information on the dynamic structure of bulk and
boundary lipids, for example by modern methods of ESR
spectral simulations (Schneider and Freed, 1989; Budil et al.,
1996). Even when detailed simulations are carried out
(Meirovitch et al., 1984; Ge and Freed, 1993, 1999), the
complex ESR spectra from many biological studies can be
misinterpreted due to their limited resolution. This low reso-
lution results to a large extent from the fact that the observed
spectrum is a superposition of spectra from microscopically
ordered regions that, in turn, are macroscopically distributed
over all orientations in vesicle dispersions. This is the so-
called MOMD effect, for ‘‘microscopic order’’ with ‘‘macro-
scopic disorder’’. This spectral superposition is amajor source
of inhomogeneous broadening that masks the homogeneous
broadening relating to molecular dynamics, leading to greater
ambiguities in the ﬁts of cw-ESR spectra, especially in the
presence of two or more types of lipids. The use of macro-
scopically aligned samples can help, but Freed and co-
workers (Ge et al., 1994; Ge and Freed, 1998) have pointed
out that there are signiﬁcant differences in details of dynamic
structure for oriented samples as compared to vesicles, and
this is true in particular for the effects of GA. Furthermore, for
many biologically relevant systems, it may not be conve-
niently possible to prepare macroscopically aligned samples,
whereas macroscopically disordered ‘‘dispersion’’ samples
containing spin-labeled molecules may readily be prepared.
2D-ELDOR
More recently, 2D-FT-ESR techniques have been shown to
have enhanced spectral resolution to ordering and dynamics
compared to conventional cw-ESR for studying membrane
vesicles (Crepeau et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994). Patyal et al.
(1997) obtained reliable ordering and dynamic parameters
for the bulk lipid in the liquid crystalline phase of vesicles
containing GA by means of 2D-electron-electron double res-
onance (2D-ELDOR). However, no evidence for the bound-
ary lipid was observed in that study. It was postulated that
this is due to the shorter T2 values of the boundary lipid, due
to slower motion and greater ordering that results in a faster
decay of its ESR signal during the spectrometer dead time.
The 2D-ELDOR experiment is closely analogous to the
2D-exchange experiments of NMR, (Gorcester and Freed,
1988; Patyal et al., 1990; Gorcester et al., 1990; Crepeau
et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994). The 2D-ELDOR pulse
sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2 A. It consists of three p/2
pulses. One collects the free induction decay (FID) along t2
(after the spectrometer dead time, td) for ﬁxed values of t1,
the preparation time and Tm, the mixing time. This process is
repeated for different values of t1 keeping Tm ﬁxed. A
double Fourier transform in t1 and t2 converts the signal,
S(t1, t2) into S~( f1, f2), which is a function of the two
respective frequencies: f1 and f2, as shown in the contour
plots of Fig. 3. Actually, one collects a ‘‘hypercomplex’’
signal, i.e., a signal that is complex, with a real absorptive
FIGURE 1 (A) Sketch of the ef-
fects of the presence ofGAmolecules
in lipid bilayer at concentrations
lower and higher than DPPC/GA ¼
15. (B) Molecular structure of the
spin label 16-PC in its all-trans
conformation (z-ordering).
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part and an imaginary dispersive part, with respect to each
frequency in the 2D representation. This hypercomplex
signal can be combined to give two ordinary complex signals
that we call Sc1 and Sc. The former (the Sc1 signal) is
FIDlike, because it is not refocused by the last or ‘‘read-out’’
pulse, whereas the second (the Sc signal) is echolike,
because it is refocused by the last pulse. In the absence of
inhomogeneous broadening (IB), the two are identical. In the
presence of IB the Sc1 and Sc signals are quite different,
with the Sc spectra being substantially sharper due to the
echolike cancellation of the IB, which does not occur for the
Sc1 spectra. In our past studies on membrane vesicles
(Crepeau et al., 1994; Patyal et al., 1997) we have found that
the Sc1 signal is much more attenuated, due to its more rapid
decay during td, because the IB is not refocused. Thus, we
make use of the strong and better resolved Sc signal, or
more precisely its magnitude as in previous studies, which is
the most convenient representation.
In Fig. 3, the so-called auto peaks are observed along the
diagonal corresponding to f1¼ f2. This diagonal corresponds
closely to a conventional ESR spectrum (which, however is
in the derivative mode unlike 2D-ELDOR) showing three
hyperﬁne (hf) lines (most clearly seen in the spectra from
pure DPPC at the higher temperatures). Conventional ESR
spectra from these samples are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
high (low) ﬁeld hf line in a conventional derivative ESR
FIGURE 2 2D-ELDOR pulse sequence used for 2D-ESR
experiments: (A) standard or COSY mode; (B) SECSY
mode.
FIGURE 3 2D-ELDOR (17.3 GHz)
contours for 16-PC at 35, 53, and 718C,
and mixing time, Tm¼ 1600 ns. (A) 1:1
DPPC:GA; (B) 3:1 DPPC:GA; (C) 5:1
DPPC:GA; (D) pure DPPC.
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spectrum becomes the low (high) frequency auto peak in the
2D-ELDOR spectrum. The peaks that are observed corre-
sponding to f1 6¼ f2 (again most clearly seen in the spectra
from pure DPPC at the higher temperature) are known as the
crosspeaks. These crosspeaks are a measure of magnetization
transfer between hf lines by spin relaxation processes dur-
ing Tm. The principal spin relaxation mechanisms are the
intramolecular electron-nuclear dipolar interactions, which
lead to nuclear spin ﬂip transitions (with rateWn) that report
on the rate of rotational reorientation, and the Heisenberg
exchange (HE) rate, vHE, which reports on the bimolecular
collision rate of the spin-labeled molecules. The pattern of
crosspeaks enables one to distinguish the contributions from
each relaxation mechanism. In the present study, we used
low enough concentrations to keep vHE small. The 2D-
ELDOR experiments are done as a series of different Tm to
observe how these crosspeaks ‘‘grow-in’’ relative to auto
peaks, as a result of these cross-relaxation mechanisms. Such
a series of 2D spectra versus Tm provides, in effect, a third
dimension.
IB plays an important role in the case of MOMD spectra
from membrane vesicles in 2D-ELDOR. It is possible to
utilize the different shapes of the auto peaks and crosspeaks
to distinguish the contribution to IB from proton super
hyperﬁne (shf) interactions, which is the same for each hf
line, and the MOMD effect, which varies for each hf line. As
we noted, for the Sc 2D-ELDOR spectra, there is a partial
suppression of IB of the auto peaks due to their echolike
properties. However, since the IB due to MOMD is different
for the different hf lines, and the crosspeaks result from
magnetization transfer between different hf lines, then the
echolike cancellation is less effective for these peaks.
Therefore, the crosspeak shapes, compared with the auto
peak shapes, provide a sensitive measure of the MOMD
inhomogeneity effects and hence the extent of ordering. In
cases of high ordering, the effect of MOMD can be clearly
discerned even in the shapes of the auto peaks (cf. Fig. 3 for
the cases of lower temperature and higher GA concentra-
tion). Along the f1 ¼ f2 diagonal, one observes the full IB,
comparable to a cw-ESR experiment. However, in the
perpendicular direction, the widths are reduced by the
echolike cancellation effect discussed above.
There is a variant of the 2D-ELDOR experiment of Fig. 2
A, which leads to the homogeneous broadening (HB) being
clearly displayed along one spectral dimension (i.e., f1),
whereas the auto peaks and their IB appear along the other
(i.e., f2) spectral dimension. This may be achieved by the
modiﬁcation shown in Fig. 2 B, which emphasizes the
detection of the echo decay. The case of Fig. 2A is referred to
as the COSY (for correlation spectroscopy) mode, whereas
that of Fig. 2 B as the SECSY mode (for spin-echo correla-
tion spectroscopy). It has been shown theoretically (Gamliel
and Freed, 1990; Lee et al., 1994) that: 1), an experiment
performed in the COSY mode may be translated into the
SECSYmode simply by letting t2 in the former be replaced by
t11 t2 (thus redeﬁning t2) in the processing of the data, as is
suggested by Fig. 2, and then performing a Fourier transform
(FT) with respect to t1 and the redeﬁned t2. Also 2), the
homogeneous linewidths are indeed displayed along f1. This
clear separation of IB and HB of the auto peaks is extremely
valuable in analyzing 2D-ELDOR spectra for cases where
crosspeak development is very weak. We will have occasion
to beneﬁt from this SECSY mode in the present study.
These features for distinguishing between HB and IB as
well as the development of crosspeaks are clearly absent in
the cw-ESR spectra of Fig. 4. They will enable us, in the pre-
sent study, to more reliably distinguish the dynamic struc-
ture of the boundary versus the bulk lipids.
Given the subtle interplay of various relaxation processes
on the crosspeak intensities and the homogeneous linewidths,
and of the various sources of inhomogeneous broadening on
the auto- and crosspeaks, we ﬁnd that the most effective way
of extracting relevant relaxation and ordering data from 2D-
ELDOR spectra is to perform nonlinear least-squares (NLLS)
ﬁtting of the 2D spectral simulations to the experimental
spectra. The detailed theory and ﬁtting are described else-
where (Lee et al., 1994; Budil et al., 1996). We simulta-
neously ﬁt the full 3D data set, (i.e., the set of 2D spectra
obtained for different Tm).
In the present study, improved instrumental conditions
(Borbat et al., 1997), such as dead times, reduced by about
a factor of 2 to be as short as 25 ns, as well as improved signal-
to-noise achievable at the higher frequency of 17.3 GHz
(Patyal et al., 1997, used 9.2 GHz), have made it possible to
apply 2D-ELDOR for more deﬁnitive characterization of the
boundary lipid in DPPC/GA vesicles. For example, the broad
spectrum from the boundary lipid is clearly seen super-
imposed on the sharper spectrum from the bulk lipid (cf. Fig. 3
for high GA concentration and high temperature). The two-
component spectra of the spin label 16-PC in these vesicles
FIGURE 4 Derivative ESR spectra (9.3 GHz) for 16-PC at 35, 50, and 70
(or 668)C for 1:1 DPPC:GA, 5:1 DPPC:GA, and pure DPPC.
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are then analyzed by the NLLS ﬁtting procedure to obtain
relevant ordering and dynamic parameters. This analysis,
however, required that we generalize the NLLS 2D-ELDOR
software of Budil et al. (1996) to include the capability for
multiple spectral components in the usual 2D-ELDOR Sc
mode as well as in the SECSY mode.
Objective: dynamic structure of boundary lipid
The main objective of this paper is to clarify the recent study
by Ge and Freed (GF) (1999) using cw-ESR on how the GA
induces changes in the lipid phase structure, with the greatest
attention to the role of the boundary lipid on the aggregation
of GA. GF noted the ambiguity in interpreting the cw-ESR
results, and they recommended 2D-ELDOR experiments to
further clarify the dynamic structure of the boundary lipids.
Their cw-ESR results had indicated ‘‘that there is a dynamic
bending at the end of the acyl chain of the boundary lipid’’,
which is associated with GA aggregates, and they interpreted
this in terms of ‘‘both the dehydration effect of GA (on the
lipid bilayers) and the hydrophobic mismatch between GA
and DPPC molecules.’’ By hydrophobic mismatch, one
means that the hydrophobic length of the GA channel is
shorter than the thickness of the acyl chain region (cf. Fig. 1
A). Also, it has been observed that GA dehydrates the
headgroup region of lipid bilayers by a preferential uptake of
water by the GA channel (Killian and de Kruijff, 1985b). GF
suggested that this must also dehydrate the lipid bilayers,
resulting in their being compressed laterally and stretched
longitudinally. Thus, the thickness of the acyl chain region
increases, thereby enhancing the hydrophobic mismatch. It
then follows that, whereas the bulk lipids in the bilayers are
stretched and subject to tensions along the normal to the
bilayer, the boundary lipids feel a compression resulting
from their tendency to overcome the hydrophobic mismatch
with the GA. Such opposing tendencies, GF suggest, can be
relieved by a dissociation and vertical separation of the two
GA molecules originally making up a dimer channel.
Consistent with their observations, this occurs for GA/DPPC
ratios[1:15. GF further argue that the dynamic bending of
the acyl chains of the boundary lipid ‘‘results in a negative
curvature constraint at both leaﬂets of the bilayer, thus
frustrating the bilayers in GA/DPPC dispersions, (which is)
the driving force for the GA-induced HII phase formation
(Seddon, 1990; Gruner, 1985)’’ at high GA/DPPC ratios
[1:15. This gramicidin-induced HII phase is characterized
by a minimum of 1 gramicidin molecule per 7 lipid mol-
ecules, but much higher gramicidin concentrations can be
accommodated (Killian and de Kruijff, 1988). Also, Cornell
et al. (1988) have observed this nonlamellar phase up to 1:1
molar ratio. GF (1993) in their cw-ESR studies have shown
that even at the molar ratio of 1:1, both boundary and bulk
lipid components coexist.
Clearly the key ESR evidence for this model of the driving
force for dissociation of GA channels, aggregation of GA,
and formation of the HII phase is provided in the dynamic
structure of the boundary lipids, i.e., whether the ends of
their acyl chains bend over from an all-trans conﬁguration
(cf. Fig. 1 A). We shall refer to the all-trans conﬁguration as
z-ordering, and to the bent conﬁguration, y-ordering (cf. Fig.
1 A), for reasons discussed below.
It is a key objective of the present study to utilize the great




Gramicidin A9 was obtained from Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). The
phospholipid 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), and
the spin label 1-palmitoyl-2-(16-doxyl stearoyl) phosphatidylcholine (16-
PC) were purchased fromAvanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL.). All materials
were used without further puriﬁcation.
Preparation of model membranes
Stock solutions of the lipid DPPC and the spin label 16-PC in chloroform
were mixed in a glass tube. The total weight of dried lipids was 2 mg, and the
concentration of spins labels was 0.5 mol% of the lipids for all samples.
Upon evaporation of the solvent by N2 ﬂow, the lipids formed a thin ﬁlm on
the wall of the tube. Then, the samples were evacuated with a mechanical
pump overnight to remove trace amounts of the solvent. After the addition
of 2 mL of 50 mM Tris (pH 7.0), 160 mM sodium chloride, and 0.1 mM
EDTA, the lipids were scraped off the wall, and the solution was stirred for 1
min and kept in the dark at room temperature for at least 2 h for hydration.
Samples were then pelleted using a desktop centrifuge, and transferred to
a 1.5-mm i.d. capillary. Incorporation of GA into DPPC dispersions was
achieved as described elsewhere (Patyal et al., 1997; Ge and Freed, 1999).
Samples with molar ratios of GA/DPPC of 1/5, 1/3, and 1/1 were studied.
2D-ELDOR measurements
The experiments reported in this paper were performed on a home-built 2D-
FT-ESR spectrometer as described in details elsewhere (Borbat et al., 1997).
The 2D-ELDOR measurements were performed at 17.3 GHz (Ku band) and
at different temperatures with the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2A. The 3.2-
ns p/2 pulses provided practically uniform excitation of the nitroxide
spectrum for the experimental conditions of this work.
The 2D-ELDOR spectra described below are obtained in the usual manner
from a set of 1D data collections repeated 128 times with the interpulse
separation, t1, between the ﬁrst two pulses being stepped out in 2.5 ns
increments starting from an initial value of 40 ns (an initial delay of 35 ns is
associated with the settling time of the phases shifter). In the 1D data
collection, the FID signal was recorded after a td of ;25 ns (caused by the
receiver overload) as a function of the time t2 measured from the end of the
third pulse in the sequence.TheFIDsignalwas collected in quadrature at a 200
MSPS rate with a dual-channel ﬂash analog-to-digital converter with 10 kHz
averaging capability (model TRACKH from DSP Technology (San Jose,
CA)). This dwell time of 5 ns was effectively reduced to 1.25 ns by making
four successive interleaves. For each channel, the four recordswere combined
to yield a total of 256 data points in t2. The quadrature FID signals were
combined as required by the 32-step phase cycle sequence described
elsewhere (Patyal et al., 1997), to form the ‘‘hypercomplex’’ signal consisting
ofSc1 andSc complex components (Gamliel and Freed, 1990), of which the
latter was used in the subsequent data analyses.
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Thus the typical 2D-ELDOR data collection can be viewed as a 128 3
256 2D set of complex points. A complete 2D-ELDOR experiment using
a 9.6 kHz repetition rate for signal averaging required a total acquisition time
of;25 min. The collection was repeated for a set of Tm. This ‘‘3D’’ data set
was obtained for a set of temperatures in the range 25–718C for each of the
three sample compositions studied.
Toobtain 2Dspectra in the frequencydomain,S~( f1, f2) theSc component
of the 2D time-domain data setS(t1, t2) was Fourier transformed versus t1 and
t2. We have used the magnitude spectrum to avoid phase problems caused by
the ﬁnite dead times and deviations from uniform coverage (Gorcester and
Freed, 1988; Patyal et al., 1990). For data-ﬁtting purposes, someof theSc 2D
spectra were also transformed into the SECSY representation bymeans of the
shear transformation (t2! t21 t1) as described by Lee et al. (1994).
Cw-ESR experiments were performed on the same samples for
comparison purposes using a Bruker Instruments EMX ESR spectrometer
at a frequency of 9.34 GHz (X-band).
Nonlinear least-squares simulations
The Fourier-transformed magnitude spectra were analyzed to obtain the
ordering, and the rotational and translational motional parameters. The
analysis consists of an NLLS ﬁt of the data to theoretical models based on
the Stochastic-Liouville theory for time domain ESR (Schneider and Freed,
1989; Lee et al., 1994; Budil et al., 1996). The new version of the NLLS
program developed for this study allows for ﬁtting multicomponent spectra,
as is required for the spectra from 16-PC in the DPPC/GA samples. The
NLLS ﬁtting also provides error estimates to the ordering and motional
parameters as described by Budil et al. (1996). However, we have found in
our recent cw-ESR and 2D-ELDOR studies that more reliable (and larger)
error estimates are obtained by restarting the ﬁtting with different sets of
seed values for the parameters and determining the range of ﬁnal values of
these parameters. We have utilized these larger error estimates in the present
study.
The simulation routine in the program makes use of the following
coordinate systems to characterize the rotational dynamics and orientational
ordering of the spin label. The ﬁrst axis system is the laboratory frame (xL, yL,
zL), with its z axis being deﬁned as the static magnetic ﬁeld direction. The
second coordinate frame is the bilayer orienting potential frame (xd, yd, zd),
also called the local director frame, which has its zd axis parallel to the local
bilayer normal. The third reference frame is the molecular diffusion frame
(xR, yR, zR), with the zR axis being the mainmolecular symmetry axis. This is
also taken as the molecular ordering frame for convenience, as well as usually
by simple symmetry considerations. The fourth reference system is the
magnetic tensor frame (xm, ym, zm), in which the g andA tensors are deﬁned.
The xm axis points along the N–O bond, the zm axis is parallel to the 2pz axis
of the nitrogen atom, and ym is perpendicular to the others. These coordinate
systems are shown in Fig. 1 B for the spin label, 16-PC in its all-trans
conﬁguration. There, it can be seen that in this conﬁguration, 16-PC is a ‘‘z-
ordering’’ label, because its zm axis is parallel to the zR axis. The rotational
mobility is represented by a rotational diffusion tensor, which is diagonal
in the (xR, yR, zR) principal axis system with components Rx, Ry, Rz
characterizing the motion of the acyl chain.Rx andRy represent reorientation
of the zR axis, whereas Rz represents rotation about this axis. In the all-trans
conﬁguration, characteristic of the 16-PC in the bulk lipid phase, it is typically
found that Rx  Ry, and the motion can be simpliﬁed in terms of axially
symmetric diffusion (Patyal et al., 1997). Furthermore, for this case one
typically ﬁnds that Rz  Rx and the ﬁtting becomes rather insensitive to Rz
(Patyal et al., 1997). We ﬁnd these features for the bulk lipid, but not the
boundary lipid, in the present study.
The orienting potential in the lipid bilayer, U(V), is expressed as an
expansion in generalized spherical harmonics,
UðVÞ=kT ¼ c20D200ðVÞ1 c22½D202ðVÞ1D202ðVÞ; (1)
where V ¼ (a,b,g) are the Euler angles between the molecular frame of the
rotational diffusion tensor and the local director frame. The c20 and c
2
2 are
dimensionless potential energy coefﬁcients representing the strength and
asymmetry of the potential, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
temperature.







and measures the angular extent of the rotational diffusion of the nitroxide
moiety. Thus, a large value of S0 indicates very restricted motion. Another
order parameter, S2, is deﬁned in a similar way as S2[ hD202½VðtÞ1
D202½VðtÞi and represents the deviation from axial symmetry of the
molecular alignment relative to the local director. The meaning of positive
and negative order parameters is discussed below (see Results and
Discussion). The order parameters are thus used to express the local
(microscopic) ordering of lipid molecules in the macroscopically disordered
membrane dispersions.
The structure of the lipid dispersion, where locally the lipid molecules are
aligned along a preferential axis, but globally the lipid bilayer segments are
oriented randomly, gives rise to the MOMD effect (Meirovitch et al., 1984;
Budil et al., 1996). The ﬁtting program also takes these effects into account
during the simulation procedure by treating the ﬁnal spectrum as
a superposition of the spectra from all fragments (Patyal et al., 1997; Lee
et al., 1994). We found that varying the ‘‘diffusion tilt’’ angle between zR
and zm had only marginal effect on the spectral ﬁts. (Patyal et al. (1997) had
found a small preference for a 318 tilt angle for the bulk lipid, whereas Ge
and Freed (1999) found a preference for zero tilt angle for both types of lipid
in their cw study). Additional ﬁtting parameters included a Gaussian
inhomogeneous broadening (DG), which essentially accounts for the
broadening from proton superhyperﬁne interactions, as well as a Lorentzian
homogeneous width contribution, T12e , representing additional broadening
mechanisms (Crepeau et al., 1994).
The ﬁtting of the spectra in the SECSY format was found to be more
stable in terms of convergence than the ones performed with the data in the
Sc format. Therefore, the spectra in the SECSY format were simulated ﬁrst,
and the parameters thus obtained were used as starting values for the Sc ﬁts.
To make sure that the global minimum was reached, and to avoid local
minima, we started the SECSY simulations with several sets of seed values.
The A and g tensors needed for the ﬁts were previously determined by cw
simulations of rigid limit spectra (Ge and Freed, 1993; Tanaka and Freed,
1985). Further details of the ﬁtting are discussed below.
RESULTS
2D-ELDOR spectra: boundary versus bulk lipid
We show in Fig. 3 a series of contour plots of 2D-ELDORSc
spectra taken at 17.3 GHz from 16-PC in lipid dispersions
containing molar ratios of 0:1, 5:1, 3:1, and 1:1 of DPPC:GA
at three temperatures: 35, 53, and 718C. Since differences in
these spectra are enhanced as Tm increases, only the spectra
corresponding to the longest Tm¼ 1600 ns are shown. When
compared to the cw-ESR spectra obtained for these DPPC:
GA mixtures containing 16-PC shown in Fig. 4 (see also
Ge and Freed, 1993, 1999), one notes the more dramatic
variation of the 2D-ELDOR features, which is characteristic
of its greater sensitivity to dynamic structure (Patyal et al.,
1997; Borbat et al., 2001). In general, the higher the
temperature, and the lower the GA concentration, the more
characteristic are the spectra in Figs. 3 and 4 of typical spectra
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from ﬂuid phases. These 2D-ELDOR spectra show sharp and
clear patterns of auto- and crosspeaks (Crepeau et al., 1994;
Patyal et al., 1997). The sharp peak 2D-ELDOR spectra are
ascribed to the bulk lipids, which are in the liquid crystalline
phase above 418C and the gel phase below 418C. The bulk
lipids in the liquid crystalline phase are also seen to yield their
well-known sharp 3 hf line pattern in the cw-ESR spectra of
Fig. 4. The gel phase spectra show broader lines in the 2D-
ELDOR (as well as the cw-ESR) due to increased ordering
and slower motions, but they are still characterized by the
presence of a pattern of auto- and crosspeaks.
There is a second, very broad feature in the 2D-ELDOR
spectra along the auto peak diagonal that becomes more
prominent at higher GA concentrations and lower temper-
atures, as seen in Fig. 3. It is a dominant feature in the spectra
from 1:1 DPPC:GA. We ascribe this broad 2D spectrum to
that of the boundary lipid, whose concentration clearly must
increase with concentration of GA. This broad boundary
lipid spectral component is also prominent in the 3:1 DPPC:
GA 2D spectrum at 358C. Careful examination of the 3:1
DPPC:GA spectrum at 538C and the 5:1 spectrum at 358C
also shows the presence of the broad boundary lipid com-
ponent, although it is weaker. To illustrate this, we show an
enhanced contour for this latter case in Fig. 5, which also
includes the equivalently enhanced contour from pure DPPC
vesicles at this temperature. The characteristic broad bound-
ary lipid component is evident along the diagonal for the 5:1
spectrum. Such features could not be discerned in the study
of Patyal et al. (1997) because of longer spectrometer dead
times. The cw-ESR spectra in Fig. 4 also clearly show the
two-component spectra for 1:1 DPPC:GA at 508 and 708C,
which is in agreement with the previous results of Ge and
Freed (1993) at 458C. For 5:1 DPPC:GA, the broader
boundary lipid component is only weakly discerned at 508C
in Fig. 4 but is more prominent at 358C in agreement with
past cw-ESR studies (Ge and Freed, 1993, 1999), and with
the present 2D-ELDOR results.
As in the previous ESR studies of Ge and Freed (1993,
1999) we interpret these two components at high GA to
DPPC ratio as resulting from bulk and boundary lipids. This
is also consistent with the previous studies of Killian et al.
(1987), Killian and Kruijff (1988), and Cornell et al. (1988).
The work of Killian and co-workers has shown that at high
overall GA to DPPC ratio, there is a quantitative phase
separation between a lamellar phase with a GA/lipid ratio of
1:15 and a hexagonal HII phase, in which a minimum of one
GA per seven lipid molecules is present, but much higher
GA concentrations can be accommodated with GA mole-
cules aggregated in clusters and oriented with their long axis
perpendicular to the aqueous channel of the HII phase.
Cornell et al. (1988) veriﬁed the existence of phase
separation in GA:DPPC (overall ratio 1:2 and 1:1) in which
the GA-rich phase forms aggregates. Our results and these
previous results taken togetherwould seem to imply that at 1:1
DPPC:GA, the HII phase with GA-enriched aggregates and
a lamellar phase with a DPPC:GA ratio of ;15:1 are in
coexistence. As will be shown below, the dynamic structure
of the bulk lipids is quite similar to that found at somewhat
higher ratio of DPPC:GA (i.e., 5:1), further supporting the
existence of a lamellar phase. The boundary lipid component
seen in both the 2D-ELDOR and the cw-ESR spectra of
Figs. 3 and 4 is most likely primarily from the lipids in the
HII phase, where the very high GA concentration would
guarantee that the lipids present are all in direct contact with
GA molecules. On the other hand, we might expect that
boundary lipids in the lamellar phase may have quite similar
properties, as could be expected from the fact that each 16-PC
molecule is directly interactingwith an identical GAmolecule
in each phase. Ge and Freed (1999) found by cw-ESR some
reduction of boundary lipid fraction with increased temper-
ature (over the range 30–458C) consistent with our observa-
FIGURE 5 Enhanced 2D-ELDOR contours for 16-PC in 5:1 DPPC:GA at
358C (upper) and in pure DPPC (lower) for Tm ¼ 50 ns.
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tions. This suggests there is an increase in the lamellar phase
fraction in coexistence with the GA-rich phase with increase
in temperature.
The particular 2D-ELDOR spectrum that most clearly
distinguishes the sharp pattern of auto- and crosspeaks from
the bulk lipid versus the broad component from the boundary
lipid is the 1:1 DPPC:GA ratio at 718C. We therefore
primarily focused on the set of spectra, as a function of Tm,
obtained under these conditions for our detailed quantitative
analysis. We also included the spectra from 538C at this
concentration for purposes of comparison. The 2D Sc
spectra as a function of Tm are shown in Fig. 6 for 718C and
Fig. 7 for 538C.
To summarize our qualitative observations, 2D-ELDOR
performed with very short dead times and pulses as short as
3 ns enables us to observe and distinguish the components
from bulk lipid and boundary lipid. The latter yields a 2D-
ELDOR spectrum with very broad auto peaks and no devel-
opment of crosspeaks, whereas the bulk lipid spectrum is
much sharper with substantial crosspeaks.
Spectral simulations and least-squares ﬁtting
The simulation and ﬁtting procedures utilized in this work
have two new features as compared to previous studies
(Crepeau et al., 1994; Patyal et al., 1997): 1), multicompo-
nent 2D-ELDOR spectra were ﬁt by means of NLLS; and 2),
the experimental results in both the Sc and SECSY modes
were ﬁt to better evaluate the quality of the ﬁts.
Initial attempts at obtaining convergence in the simulta-
neous ﬁtting of the two-component spectra in Fig. 6 proved
difﬁcult. However, we devised a successful three-step scheme
to overcome this challenge. We ﬁrst ﬁt the bulk lipid com-
ponent in the spectra using as seed values the parameters
obtained by Patyal et al. (1997) for 16-PC in 5:1 DPPC:GA
samples at 708C. In this case, the usual ﬁtting procedure with
an axially symmetric rotational diffusion tensor was used, and
the convergence to a reasonable ﬁt was straightforward. Once
this was achieved, these parameters for the bulk lipid
component were kept ﬁxed, and we started the second step,
that of ﬁtting the boundary lipid, i.e., the broad component.
The initial attempts to ﬁt the broad spectrum in the Sc format
presented substantial convergence problems. The ﬁtting of
the ordering and dynamic properties of the boundary lipid
proved to be much more challenging than the ﬁtting of the
sharper spectra from the bulk liquid-crystalline phase
accomplished above (or even in the gel phase described by
Patyal et al. (1997)). However, we successfully overcame
this difﬁculty by the following two modiﬁcations. First, to
allow for a likely more complex dynamic structure for the
spin labels in the boundary lipid region, we used a fully
asymmetric rotational diffusion tensor for the boundary
component instead of an axially symmetric one. Second, we
transformed the 2D-ELDOR spectra in the Sc format to their
corresponding SECSY format by means of the shear trans-
formation noted above, (cf. Fig. 8). This did resolve the
convergence problems, and the SECSYﬁts proved to bemore
reliable than the Sc ones. Furthermore (as discussed below),
the use of both modes proved useful to help to resolve
ambiguity problems in the ﬁtting. The success of the SECSY
format is that it separates the homogeneous broadening,
which is displayed along the f1 axis, from the inhomogeneous
lineshape along the f2 axis.
In the third and last step, we allowed all ﬁtting parameters
for both bulk and boundary lipids to vary simultaneously to
achieve a ﬁnal ﬁt to the SECSY spectra. We used as the
initial seed values for this step the results of steps 1 and 2. In
general, the results of step 3 were found to be close to those
of steps 1 and 2. Once the SECSY spectra were successfully
ﬁt in this manner, we used the resulting parameters as seed
values to ﬁt the spectra in the Sc format. At this stage there
was no problem to achieve convergence of the Sc spectra,
although resultant parameters showed some differences from
those obtained from the SECSY ﬁts.
To seek a global minimization in the ﬁtting, we restarted
step 2 with different seed values for the difﬁcult-to-ﬁt
boundary lipid component. (The easier step 1 ﬁtting of the
bulk lipid component beneﬁted from the prior results of
Patyal et al. (1997) as already noted.) When we started with
a negative or small positive order parameter, S0, conver-
gence was good, and we repeatedly found essentially the
same x2 minimum in ﬁtting the spectrum. However, it was
also possible to ﬁnd a less robust x2 minimum by starting
with large positive values of S0. By less robust we mean
that a smaller set of seed values led to this second
minimum. But the x2 values are comparable, and visual
inspection (including the absolute values of the residuals)
also shows them to be of comparable quality. Fig. 8, top
half and bottom half, show the best spectral ﬁts and
residuals alongside the SECSY mode spectra for negative
and positive order of the boundary lipid, respectively. Fig.
6, top half and bottom half, show the best ﬁts and residuals
alongside the Sc spectra for negative and positive order of
the boundary lipid, respectively. The analysis of such
spectra in both the Sc and SECSY modes leads to the
dynamic and ordering parameters for the two cases of
negative and positive ordering for the boundary lipid, which
are given in Table 1, A (718C) and B (538C). We found
;10–20% boundary lipid and 90–80% bulk lipid, depend-
ing upon the spectral mode used (the Sc and SECSY
modes lead to different effective dead times (Crepeau et al.,
1994; Lee et al., 1994), which can affect the measurement
of relative populations) and the temperature for this 1:1
GA:lipid concentration. This seems reasonable in light of
the more nearly equal amounts of boundary and bulk lipid
found by GF for the 1:5 mixture at 458C.
The parameters in Table 1 indicate that the boundary lipid
undergoes slower rotational motion and experiences much
greater ordering than the bulk lipid, irrespective of whether
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we use the negative or positive ordering results. The low
ordering and faster motion of the bulk lipid is consistent with
previous studies (Patyal et al., 1997; Ge and Freed, 1999). In
addition, the results for the bulk lipids are only mildly
affected by positive versus negative ordering of the boundary
lipid, or by the mode of representing the spectra (SECSY or
Sc). For the boundary lipid, the results for the rotational
diffusion tensors are not greatly affected by these choices.
Naturally, the values of S0 and S2 are considerably different
for the negative versus positive ordering ﬁts. There are also
substantial differences in the ordering results in these two
cases for SECSY versus Sc ﬁts, with the latter showing
larger S0 values. Since the SECSY spectra more clearly
distinguish between homogeneous versus inhomogeneous
broadening (or HB versus IB), we suspect that the Sc
spectral ﬁts, in not as clearly providing this, lead to more
imperfect results, also resulting in larger than expected
(Gaussian) IB (cf. Table 1). (We observe in Table 1 that the
FIGURE 6 (Top half ) Experimental
(left side) and ﬁtted (middle) 2D-
ELDOR spectra in the Sc format for
assumed negative order of the label 16-
PC in the boundary region in DPPC/GA
vesicles as a function of mixing time
Tm, at 718C. The absolute value of the
residual representing the difference
between the experimental and ﬁtted
spectra is shown on the right in this
and subsequent ﬁgures. (Bottom half )
Experimental (left side), ﬁtted (middle),
and residual (right side) 2D-ELDOR
spectra in the Sc format for assumed
positive order of the label 16-PC in
DPPC/GA vesicles as a function of
mixing time Tm, at 718C.
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IB is considerably greater for the boundary lipid as compared
to the bulk lipid. The value for the latter is comparable to
what was found by Patyal et al. (1997) in the liquid-
crystalline phase as expected. The IB we ﬁnd for the
boundary lipid is even larger than the 2 G found by Patyal
et al. for the bulk lipid in the gel phase (for DPPC:GA of
5:1). We suspect that this might point to greater heteroge-
neity in the local environments of the boundary lipid. Since
the rotational diffusion tensors are comparable for the
SECSY versus Sc ﬁts, the HB must be less for the case of
the higher ordering obtained for the Sc ﬁts (Polnaszek and
Freed, 1975; Lin and Freed, 1979). This reduced HB must be
compensated by the increase in the values for the IB, as is
found for the Sc ﬁts.)
It is useful to convert the order parameters S0 and S2 into
their Cartesian representation Sxx, Syy, Szz in the magnetic
FIGURE 7 (Top half ) Experimental
(left side), ﬁtted (middle), and residual
(right side) 2D-ELDOR spectra in the
Sc format for assumed negative order
of the label 16-PC in the boundary
region in DPPC/GA vesicles as a func-
tion of mixing time Tm, at 538C.
(Bottom half ) Experimental (left side),
ﬁtted (middle), and residual (right side)
2D-ELDOR spectra in the Sc format
for assumed positive order of the label
16-PC in the boundary region in DPPC/
GAvesicles as a function ofmixing time
Tm, at 538C.
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tensor frame (Polnaszek and Freed, 1975; C. Zannoni, 1979)
(we have dropped the subscript m for convenience). These
are shown in Table 2. (Strictly, these order parameters refer
to the diffusion or R frame, which can be tilted relative to the
m frame. As noted in the Experimental section, the ﬁtting
was rather insensitive to this angle. We did, however, ﬁnd
that the bulk lipid ﬁttings had a slight preference for tilt
angles close to zero, and for the boundary lipid this slight
preference ranged from ;158 to 308 for the different cases.)
There it is seen that the case of negative ordering (S0\ 0),
corresponds to large and positive ordering about the mag-
netic y axis (cf. Fig. 1). That is, ym strongly prefers to be
parallel to the local director, zd. The negative ordering of
xm and ym implies they prefer to be normal to zd. We refer
to this as the y-ordering model. Note, that in this case our
results show substantial asymmetry with respect to the
FIGURE 8 (Top half ) Experimental
(left side), ﬁtted (middle), and residual
(right side) 2D-ELDOR spectra in the
SECSY format for assumed negative
order of the label 16-PC in the
boundary region in DPPC/GA vesicles
as a function of mixing time Tm, at
718C. (Bottom half ) Experimental (left
side), ﬁtted (middle), and residual
(right side) 2D-ELDOR spectra in the
SECSY format for assumed positive
order of the label 16-PC in DPPC/GA
vesicles as a function of mixing time
Tm, at 718C.
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degree of alignment of the ym versus zm axes in a direction
normal to zd.
We also ﬁt the spectra for 1:1 DPPC:GA composition at
538C, where the distinctions between boundary and bulk
lipid component are less clear (cf. Fig. 7. We again used the
above three-step procedure where the initial seed values were
those obtained at 718C in Table 1 A for both positive and
negative S0, with no further efforts to reseed and repeat the
procedure. In this case, we just ﬁt the Sc spectra, and the
results are in Table 1 B. We found ordering parameters for
the boundary lipid that are quite similar to those obtained at
718C, but the rotational diffusion tensor components show
a sharply reduced Rx, slightly increased Ry, and a slightly
reduced Rz. For the bulk lipid, the ordering parameters have
increased substantially with the decrease in temperature, and
the rotational diffusion tensor components have decreased
signiﬁcantly. Again, the ﬁts for the y-ordering and z-ordering
models lead to comparable x2 values, and visual inspection
shows them to be comparable.
Although the x2 values do not distinguish between the
two cases of y-ordering (S0\0) versus z-ordering (S0[0),
we do note smaller estimated errors in the ﬁtting parameters
for y-ordering in Table 1. (Note also for y-ordering, the
estimated errors for SECSY are smaller than for Sc). We
can apply another criterion that we have found useful in
analyzing 2D-ESR spectra (Budil et al., 1996; Sastry et al.,
1996). Basically it is to apply different methods of preparing
or representing the spectra; then one observes which model
ﬁt is least sensitive to the mode of representing the experi-
mental results. In the present case, this implies a comparison
of the 718C results for the SECSY and Sc presentations.
Using this criterion, we note that there is signiﬁcantly less
dramatic variation in the ordering tensors obtained for these
two presentations in the case of the y-ordering versus the
z-ordering model. (As noted above, there is not much varia-
tion in the rotational diffusion components). This criterion
provides support for the y-ordering model, but this is clearly
not conclusive. Additionally, as already noted, the y-order-
TABLE 1 Parameters obtained from nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting of 2D-ELDOR spectra of 16-PC in vesicles of 1:1 DPPC:GA




1) S0 S2 T2 (s) Dg (Gauss) Fraction
(A) 718C
SECSY: y-ordering for the boundary lipid (negative order)
Boundaryz 0.24 3 109 0.32 3 109 0.06 3 109 0.22 0.88 0.23 3 106 2.9 0.90
Bulk§ 0.62 3 109 0.62 3 109 6.2 3 109 0.04 0.09 0.32 3 106 0.3 0.10
SECSY: z-ordering for the boundary lipid (positive order)
Boundary{ 0.32 3 109 0.23 3 109 0.10 3 109 0.34 0.28 0.29 3 106 2.8 0.86
Bulkk 0.65 3 109 0.65 3 109 6.5 3 109 0.04 0.07 0.27 3 106 0.3 0.14
Sc: y-ordering for the boundary lipid (negative order)
Boundary** 0.20 3 109 0.30 3 109 0.11 3 109 0.43 1.05 0.16 3 106 3.8 0.78
Bulkyy 0.73 3 109 0.73 3 109 7.3 3 109 0.06 0.04 0.45 3 106 0.4 0.22
Sc: z-ordering for the boundary lipid (positive order)
Boundaryzz 0.37 3 109 0.23 3 109 0.12 3 109 0.73 0.12 0.22 3 106 4.1 0.72
Bulk§§ 0.67 3 109 0.67 3 109 6.7 3 109 0.06 0.01 0.31 3 106 0.4 0.28
Lipid R? (Rx) Ry Rk (Rz) S0 S2 Dg (Gauss) Fraction
(B) 538C
Sc: y-ordering for the boundary lipid (negative order)
Boundary{{ 0.014 3 109 0.48 3 109 0.073 3 109 0.45 0.61 4.7 0.90
Bulkkk 0.12 3 109 – 1.2 3 109 0.20 0.14 0.4 0.10
Sc: z-ordering for the boundary lipid (positive order)
Boundary*** 0.034 3 109 0.63 3 109 0.12 3 109 0.77 0.06 4.8 0.86
Bulkyyy 0.15 3 109 – 1.5 3 109 0.17 0.051 0.4 0.14
*Magnetic parameters for 16-PC: Axx ¼ Ayy ¼ 5.0 G; Azz ¼ 33.0 G; gxx ¼ 2.0089; gyy ¼ 2.0058; gzz ¼ 2.0021 (Ge and Freed, 1993).
yThe rotational diffusion and ordering tensor components are given in the principal axis frame of the rotational diffusion tensor, denoted by xR, yR, zR, which
is coincident with the magnetic tensor frame xm, ym, zm (except perhaps for a small tilt angle between zR and zm, cf. text).
zEstimated errors: Rx, Ry, Rz, 1%; S0, S2, 1%; T2\ 1%; Dg, 1%.
§Estimated errors: Rx, Ry, 1%; Rz, 70%; S0, S2, 8%; T2, 1%; Dg, 10%.
{Estimated errors: Rx, 7%; Ry, Rz, 12%; S0, S2, 10%; T2, 3%; Dg, 2%.
kEstimated errors: Rx, Ry, 1%; S0, S2, 15%; T2, 10%; Dg, 4%; insensitive to Rz.
**Estimated errors: Rx, 15%; Ry, 5% ; Rz, 2%; S0, S2, 1%; T2, 1%; Dg, 1%.
yyEstimated errors: Rx, Ry, 4%; Rz, 50%; S0, S2, 5%; T2, 1%; Dg, 1%.
zzEstimated errors: Rx, 25%; Ry, 5%; Rz, 3%; S0, S2, 2%; T2, 20%; Dg, 1%.
§§Estimated errors: Rx, Ry, 2%; Rz, 5%; S0, S2, 5%; T2, 1%; Dg, 2%.
{{Estimated errors: Rx, Ry, Rz, 1%; S0, S2, 1%; Dg, 1%.
kkEstimated errors: R?, 1%; R?, 10%; S0, S2, 5%; Dg, 1%.
***Estimated errors: Rx, Ry, Rz, 5%; S0, S2, 2%; Dg, 1%.
yyyEstimated errors: R?, 1%; Rk, 9%; S0, S2, 1%; Dg, 1%.
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ing model proved to be considerably more robust in the
ﬁtting, since a wider range of seed values (including some
for positive S0) converged to it. This seems to lend further
support to this model.
DISCUSSION
Patyal et al. (1997) showed that the greater resolution of 2D-
ELDOR, especially as a function of Tm, allowed an unequi-
vocal characterization of the dynamic structural changes of
the bulk lipid as a result of addition ofGA. In the present study
using improved instrumentation with shorter dead times and
greater sensitivity, it has been possible to provide an equi-
valent characterization of the boundary lipid. We do, in fact,
observe the boundary lipid component in 5:1 DPPC:GA
vesicle dispersions (cf. Fig. 5), unlike Patyal et al., as a result
of this. However, in our analysis above we have utilized those
spectra that most clearly distinguish the boundary and bulk
lipid components for our extensive NLLS simulations and
ﬁtting.
Patyal et al. had concluded from the absence of a bound-
ary lipid component in their 2D-ELDOR spectra that such
a component ‘‘is most likely one characterized by a reduced
motional rate, but not so slow that it approaches the rigid limit,
nor can it be one that is characterized primarily by sub-
stantially increased ordering.’’ Using these results as guides,
Ge andFreed (1999) interpreted their cw-ESR studies in terms
of the y-ordering model for the boundary lipid as discussed
above. Our present results are consistent with those found in
these prior studies. For example, GF obtained for the
boundary lipid in 5:1 DPPC:GA at 458C (heating cycle): S0
¼0.40, S2¼0.28, andR?¼ 0.023 109 s1 (withRk/R?
ﬁxed at 10). Our results in 1:1 DPPC:GA at 538 (also a heating
cycle) areS0¼0.45 andS2¼0.61withRx¼ 0.014,Ry¼
0.48, andRz¼ 0.073 in units of 109 s1. (Since cw-ESR does
not provide a distinction between HB and IB, it is best to
compare it with the mode of representing 2D-ELDOR, which
does not provide the clearest distinction (Crepeau et al.,
1994). Thus we use the Sc results (as opposed to the SECSY
results) for these comparisons.) Under the circumstances of
somewhat different conditions (including differences in
diffusion tilt angle) and the more limited resolution of the
cw-ESR, this seems like satisfactory consistency. In fact, our
S0 and S2 parameters are quite close to those obtained by GF
for the 5:1 ratio in the temperature range of 30–408 (i.e., the
gel phase, e.g., 0.44 and 0.62, respectively, for 408C).
This level of agreement from 2D-ELDOR and cw-ESR
provides considerable support to the y-ordering model.
GF also found that there was a z-ordering ﬁt to their data,
which they rejected as less likely, because convergence to the
y-ordering ﬁt with different seed values was much more
likely, as we have found in the present 2D-ELDOR study.
Also some details of the cw spectrum were not as well ﬁt. As
we have already stated, our 2D-ELDOR results favor the
y-ordering model, but purely on the basis of ESR studies we
cannot rule out this second case, i.e., the z-ordering model.
However, GF further argue that the z-ordering model with its
substantial alignment is inconsistent with the disorder
observed in the lipid chain due to high GA concentration
using other techniques, whereas the y-ordering model corre-
sponds to ‘‘the end-chain segment, while undergoing rota-
tional diffusion, is usually oriented such that its symmetry
axis (the zR axis) . . . is randomly distributed in the xd-yd local
vesicle membrane plane. . . .’’ We agree that these arguments
lend further support to the y-ordering model.
One question that remains is why 2D-ELDOR, with its
greater sensitivity to dynamic structure, does not in itself
unequivocally distinguish between the y-ordering and
z-ordering models. The problem here is most likely that of
the limited orientational resolution of ESR at conventional
frequencies, which, however, is greatly improved at higher
frequencies (Freed, 2000; Borbat et al., 2001). We have
tested this out by simulating the 2D-ELDOR spectra one
would obtain for the two models at 95 GHz. Indeed, these
simulations (not shown) show substantial differences, which
would enable one to distinguish between them. Recent
progress on high-power pulsed ESR at 95 GHz (Freed, 2000)
may make it possible for such experiments in the future.
When we compare the present 2D-ELDOR results on the
bulk lipid for 1:1 DPPC:GA with those of Patyal et al. (1997)
for Sc at 5:1 ratio, we ﬁnd similar parameters: e.g., at 508C
their S0 ¼ 0.19, S2 ¼ 0.07 at 318 diffusion tilt versus the
presentS0¼ 0.20,S2¼0.14 (at 348 diffusion tilt and 538C),
and at 708C their S0¼ 0.084, S2¼ 0 at 08 diffusion tilt versus
the present S0 ¼ 0.06, S2 ¼ 0.04 (at 38 diffusion tilt and
718C). Additionally, motional rates, reﬂected in R?, are
roughly comparable. Thus it would appear that there are no
large changes in the properties of the bulk lipid phase,
although this phase is necessarily decreased relative to the
boundary lipid for the higher GA content. Thus the ob-
servation by Patyal et al. that the addition of substantial
GA to DPPC reduces R? by a factor of 2–3 and increases S0
a little is consistent with the observations of this study.
GF presented extensive evidence from their work and
from previous studies that the lipids represented by the two
TABLE 2 Ordering tensor in Cartesian representation for
the boundary lipids in DPPC/GA vesicles obtained as
described in the text*
Mode—ordering Sx Sy Sz Tilt angle
718C
SECSY: y-ordering 0.43 0.65 0.22 228
Sc: y-ordering 0.43 0.86 0.43 318
SECSY: z-ordering 0.00 0.34 0.34 148
Sc: z-ordering 0.29 0.44 0.73 378
538C
Sc: y-ordering 0.45 0.60 0.15 298
Sc: z-ordering 0.42 0.35 0.77 238
*These are given in the principal axis frame of the rotational diffusion tensor,
denoted byxR, yR, zR,which is coincidentwith themagnetic tensor, framexm,
ym, zm (except perhaps for a small tilt angle between zR and zm, cf. text).
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spectral components are most probably in different phase
structures. For concentrations of GA:DPPC [ 1:10, it is
clear from past studies that anHII phase is formed, as a result
of the GA aggregation. It is also known that this phase can
accommodate high gramicidin concentrations (Killian and
de Kruijff, 1988). We expect, as did GF, that what we have
been calling the boundary lipid refers mainly to those lip-
ids in the HII phase that contains aggregated GA. Thus the
y-ordering model implied by our results shows that there
is a dynamic bending near the end of the acyl chain of
the boundary lipid. This supports GF’s model in which this
bending leads to a shrinkage of acyl chains, which arises
from the hydrophobic mismatch between GA and the lipid,
an effect that is more pronounced at high GA concentrations.
The importance of this is that the hydrophobic mismatch is
believed to provide a driving force for the formation of the
HII phase. Our 2D-ELDOR results thus provide strong
evidence for the role of the boundary lipid that is consistent
with the existence of a hydrophobic mismatch.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The considerable sensitivity of 2D-ELDOR to dynamic
structure leads to distinctly different spectra for the two
components present in DPPC/GA vesicles using the end-
chain label 16-PC. These components are ascribed to
lipids in distinctly different environments characterized
as bulk and boundary lipids. The former have 2D spectra
characteristic of lipids in a liquid crystalline phase,
showing sharp peaks and crosspeak development as
a function of mixing time, whereas the latter are much
broader without signiﬁcant development of crosspeaks.
2. The quantitative analysis of these 2D-ELDOR spectra
shows that the boundary lipid is distinguished from
the bulk lipid in its reduced motional rates characterized
by a highly anisotropic rotational diffusion rate and
much greater local ordering. This may be described as
‘‘y-ordering’’, which implies a bending of the end of the
acyl chain so that it prefers to align parallel to the plane
of the membrane bilayer, but is randomly aligned within
that plane. The weak ‘‘z-ordering’’ of the bulk lipid im-
plies weak alignment parallel to the normal to the mem-
brane bilayer. These results are fully consistent with
those obtained by Ge and Freed (1999) in their cw-
ESR studies. Although there is another ‘‘less robust’’ spec-
tral ﬁt to the dynamic structure of the boundary lipid
that corresponds to a large z-ordering, this is less consis-
tent with the observation of end-chain disordering in stud-
ies using other physical methods.
3. These results are thus supportive of the model of Ge and
Freed and other workers that ascribes an important role to
hydrophobic mismatch between lipids and GA in the
aggregation of GA and the formation of an HII phase.
4. The sharp distinctions observed between boundary and
bulk lipids in this study may be expected to serve as
a basis for further studies of lipid-protein interactions in
other systems of biological interest.
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